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Production Introduction

Welkin A2 and A3 agricultural spray drone is independently developed by Welkin UAV as the
battery-powered UAV. The fuselage consists of high-strength composite body, brushless DC
power system, adaptive precision control system, multi-points spray system.

With small size, light weight, large payload, short starting time, easy operation and so on, our
drone adopts the fully autonomous flight control system, which greatly reduces labor intensity
and eliminates the health damage of pesticide to the operator.

At the same time, Welkin A2 and A3 agricultural spray drone with the multi-points atomizing
spraying system to ensure maximum coverage of the work area and application evenly to
penetrate into crop roots, greatly reducing dosage and cost.



Parameter Introduction

Model: Welkin A2
Main Rotor Diameter: 30in
Cruise Speed: 2~9m/s (adjustable)
Flight Duration Time: 10~30min
Tank Capacity: 10L
Single Spraying time: 15~20min
Empty Weight : 9kg
Pesticide Particle: 20~150μm
Maximum Takeoff Weight: 40kg
Conformation Dimensions: 1200*1200*700mm
Spray Capacity: one acre/minute (recommend)
Spray Width: 3~6m
Spray Application System: Pesticide tank, Mass spray system, Booster pumps set
Relative Flight Altitude: 1~5m
Operation Mode: Safe self-service flight (or assist flight)

Model: Welkin A3
Main Rotor Diameter: 32in
Cruise Speed: 2~9m/s (adjustable)
Flight Duration Time: 30~45min
Tank Capacity: 23L
Single Spraying Time: 20~30min
Empty Weight: 15kg
Pesticide Particle: 20~150μm
Maximum Takeoff Weight: 60kg
Conformation Dimensions: 1600*1600*800mm
Spray Capacity: one acre/minute (recommend)
Spray Width: 3~6m
Spray Application System: Pesticide tank, Mass spray system, Booster pumps set
Relative Flight Altitude: 1~5m
Operation Mode: Safe self-service flight (or assist flight)



Application



Function Advantage



1. Convenient and durable: The fuselage has high strength full-composite body, modular
full-folding design, lightweight and great toughness, to maintain the best maneuverability while
ensure the maximum takeoff weight of 40KG.

2. Wide adaptability: It is able to perform different tasks, secondary pollination, sowing,
fertilization and other tasks.

3. High operating efficiency: It can achieve the maximum 500 meters flying height, the fastest
10m/s speed flight. The fuselage is equipped with high-capacity, high-energy-density power
battery, ensuring a 30-minute continuous operation duration, breaking the same load-level
agricultural UAV bottleneck. With a 10L large capacity medical kit, our drone adapts to liquid,
powder and other drugs. Easy to clean, anti-shock stability design kit is another advantage. Single
take-off and landing operations is up to 20 acres of area, single day maximum operational
capacity is up to 400 acres, compared with manual spraying, the efficiency is much greater than
50 times.

4. Spraying effect is good: Mass spray system and booster pump are perfectly combined, the
drug particles as low as 20 microns, more spray head has increased the operating area at the
same time to ensure uniformity of spraying. Adopting the propeller's own high-speed airflow to
realize the vertical and downward flow of the mist and infiltration into the crop roots, our drone
has the best prevention and treatment effect.

5. Protect operators’ health: 2.4GHz spread spectrum, frequency hopping and remote control
device can remotely control the drone outside 3km, to avoid spraying pesticide risk.

6. Environmental adaptability: Small size, light weight, easy transportation, with vertical take-off
and landing functions, flight operation is simple and flexible, suitable for plain, mountain,
elevation and other operational terrain. Not affected by the size of the spray area, the same crop
or not, its water-proof level is up to IP56, sunny days or rainy days all can be excellent to
complete the task of spraying.

7. Intelligent operation easy to use: With a highly intelligent operating system, just gather four
points on the map outside the farm, the system automatically generates the best job path. One
key to start self-operation, the job is completed automatically landed to takeoff point, the whole
process is without any human intervention. Flight operations determine the battery power and
flight attitude parameters in real-time, intelligent low-power return, loss of control return and
other emergency strategies.

8. Low maintenance cost: The whole machine adopts industrialized, modular design, the core
components are selected from industry leader supplier to guarantee stable high-quality. Easy
dis-assembly and repair only needs to replace the fault module. Full-battery-driven, do not
consume fuel, low cost for late use. Detached "shock pot" kit not only ensures the stability of the
drone, but also easy to clean after the operation.



Detail Display



Method of operations

Users can set tasks through the ground control station, through intelligent automatic flight
control system to implement spraying operations. It also can through the intelligent automatic
flight control system to be directly controlled by operators. When agriculture spray drone
implements automatic spraying operations, once working area is selected, the intelligent
automatic flight control system will automatically produce the job path.

1. Self-service flight
Prior to the spraying operation, through the real-time map displayed on the ground control
station, four boundary points around the farmland will be selected, then intelligent automatic
flight control system will automatically generate a series of work routes and import the
agriculture spray drone. After setting the working command, agriculture spray drone can
automatically take off and automatically complete the spraying operation, and then automatically
land off to takeoff point.

2. Auxiliary flight
When the agriculture spray drone is set to work in automatic mode, the operator can switch to
manual mode during flight and directly remotely control it with the help of the intelligent
automatic flight control system. The operation is simple and the efficiency is high.

3. Return mode (a key return)
Welkin A2 and A3 agricultural spray drone have automatic return function. Automatic return
includes low-power automatic return, loss of control return and intelligent home return function.
To use automatic return function, it needs successfully record the return point before take-off.
The drone will return automatically after losing the communication signal between the remote
control and the drone, and automatically land off to avoid accidental injury.


